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3-Worlds (3W) model 295
A
abstract data types (ADT) 352
active content warehouse (Acware) 63
ADT (see abstract data types)
agile software development 128
AI (see artificial intelligence)
ancestor-descendant relationship (A/D) 271
application programming interface (API) 305
approximate type assignment 269
artificial intelligence (AI) 123
B
bioinformatics 376
business intelligence (BI) 163
C
C.P.N.View (see common practice notation view)
CARPENTER 401
CBMIR (see content-based music information retrieval)
central nervous system (CNS) 385
CHARM (see closed association rule mining)
CLICK (see cluster identification via connectivity kernels)
closed association rule mining (CHARM) 401
CLOSET 402
CLOSET+ 402
cluster identification via connectivity kernels (CLICK) 387
clustering 360
CMN (see conventional music notation)
CMS (see configuration management systems)
CNS (see central nervous system)
combining row and column enumeration (COBBLER) 402
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 162
commercial warehousing tool 69
common practice notation view 346
common warehouse data model 301
compiler 88
component factory (CF) 125
conceptual model 113
configuration management systems (CMS) 123
content warehouse (CW) 64
content-based music information retrieval (CBMIR) 342
context 40
conventional music notation (CMN) 345
coupled two-way clustering (CTWC) 391
cube 12
CW (see content warehouse)
CWM (see common warehouse data model)

D
DARM (see distance-based association rule mining)
data mining 131, 305, 319, 341, 376
data mining engine (DME) 305
data mining query language (DMQL) 293
data warehouse (DW) 3, 29
database management systems (DBMS) 2
DBMS (see database management systems)
deoxyribonucleic acid molecule 377
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 258
distance-based association rule mining (DARM) 400
DME (see data mining engine)
DMQL (see data mining query language)
DNA (see deoxyribonucleic acid molecule)
document type descriptor (DTD) 218
domain environment 34
DW (see data warehouse)

E
emerging patterns (EPs) 397
entity-relationship (ER) modelling 34
EPs (see emerging patterns)
ER (see entity-relationship) modelling
Euclidean distance 383
execution platform 88
experience management 125
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 28
extracting, transforming and loading (ETL) 70

F
FARMER 400
feature instances 6
fuzzy learning vector quantization (FLVQ) 388

G
geographical information systems (GIS) 2
GNG (see growing neural gas)
goal-driven approach 35
goal-oriented approach 35, 42
graph isomorphism 230
g graphical design interface 88
g graphical design tool 68
growing neural gas (GNG) 387

H
hidden Markov models (HMM) 108, 351
hierarchical clustering 360, 383

I
information extraction (IE) 97
information product map (IIPMAP) 156
information retrieval (IR) 99
information technology (IT) 159
interrelated two-way clustering 391
inverse document frequency 99
inverted index 101
IIPMAP (information product map) 156
IR (see information retrieval)
isomorphism 230
IT (see information technology)
itemset 188

J
Java data mining (JDM) 301

K
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) 130, 319

L
large-itemsets growth tree 403
learning software organization (LSO) 125

M

map cube operator 8
maximum common subgraph 230
maximum difference subset (MDSS) 397
MD (see multidimensional data)
MDA (see micro-didactical arrangements)
MDCLUST (see multidimensional clustering)
MDL (see minimum description length)
MDSS (see maximum difference subset)
meta object facility (MOF) 302
micro-didactical arrangements (MDA) 143
MIDI 345
Min-EX 403
MINE RULE 294
Mine-SQL (MSQL) 294
minimum description length (MDL) 398
mining minimum support 196
mining object repository (MOR) 305
MIR (see music information retrieval)
MOF (see meta object facility)
MOR (see mining object repository)
MSQL (see Mine-SQL)
multi-level spatial measure (MuSD) 10
multidimensional clustering (MDCLUST) 392
multidimensional data (MD) 30
MuSD (see multi-level spatial measure)
music data mining 341
music information retrieval (MIR) 344
musical analysis 341

N

naïve Bayes approach 396
natural language processing (NLP) 110
nearest neighbour (NN) 363
NLP (see natural language processing)
NN (see nearest neighbour)

O

object constraint language (OCL) 58
object exchange model (OEM) 221
object-oriented conceptual model 32
OCL (see object constraint language)
OEM (see object exchange model)
OIL (see ontology interface language)
one-way clustering 383
ontology interface language (OIL) 171
open source software (OSS) 123

P

PANDA project 190
pattern base management system (PBMS) 285
pattern management 281
pattern manipulation language (PML) 289
pattern query language (PQL) 289
PBMS (see pattern base management system)
PCL (see prediction by collective likelihoods)
PML (see pattern manipulation language)
PMML (see predictive model markup language)
PQL (see pattern query language)
prediction by collective likelihoods (PCL) 397
predictive model markup language (PMML) 301

Q

quality defects 129

R

requirement engineering (RE) 33
reuse-oriented software engineering (ROSE) 125

S

SAVE (see sliced average variance estimation)
scenario-based approach 35
schema 12
SE (see software engineering)
self-organization latent lattice (SOLL) 385
self-organizing map (SOM) 384
semistructured data 220, 271
Index

Index

simple spatial features 6
single sign-on 162
singular value decomposition (SVD) 104
SIR (see sliced inverse regression)
sliced average variance estimation (SAVE) 397
sliced inverse regression (SIR) 397
SMDs (see spatial multidimensional data models)
software engineering (SE) 125
SOLAP (see spatial OLAP)
SOLL (see self-organization latent lattice)
SOM (see self-organizing map)
spanning graph 271
spatial data 2, 4
spatial fact 11
spatial measure levels 15
spatial multidimensional data model 5
spatial multidimensional data models
  (SMDs) 4
spatial OLAP (SOLAP) 4
SPC (see superparamagnetic clustering algorithm)
spectral bioclustering 393
SQL (see standard access method)
SSD (see semistructured data)
standard access method (SQL) 160
subgraph isomorphism 230
superparamagnetic clustering algorithm
  (SPC) 389
SVD (see singular value decomposition)

T
term occurrence frequency 99

U
UFS-2way 392
unified modeling language (UML) 302
use-case modelling 35

V
virtual dimension 41
visual data mining (VDM) 319

W
Web modeling language (WebML) 68

X
XML document warehouse (XDW) 29
XML documents 30
XML metadata Interchange (XMI) 302
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